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Dale R . Eggen

A VERY SPECIAL THANKS

	

A very special thanks from myself and the
Society to both Bill Lucas and John Ballard.

JOHN BALLARD, on a member recapture effort, has recaptured about 30
past members . A highly successful effort all accomplished on a personal
and donated basis . John is now doing preliminary planning for our next
National Meeting after this year's Boston event . We expect it to be in
the West, very probably in the San Francisco Bay area . John would be
pleased to receive your suggestions concerning this next meeting.

BILL LUCAS -- The results have been tabulated on the first part of
our Donor Auction effort . With the first set of material auctioned,
over $1500 has been raised . Bill did an extremely outstanding job.
We will be able to continue with the greatly expanded TELL for the
remainder of the year.

My very special personal thanks to BILL and all those who donated and/or
bid high in the auction . And, remember, there is still more donor
material offered in last month's issue . Please bid high.

Effective January 1st, we will need

1. Publisher for TELL

2. Auction Manager

3. Advertising Manager (Needed Now)

Dave will have been publishing for over 3½ years (about ¼ year on
a full time 40 hour work week basis) . New civic responsibilities
make it just too much strain to continue.

Basic areas of duties are to receive copy from the Editor and
have TELL published and distributed . Please contact Dave concerning
details . I don't like to accentuate the negative, but please remember
we are an all volunteer organization and we all need to take our turns
at volunteering efforts for the Society . And, no volunteer tor
publisher of TELL, either no TELL or we would have to go commercial
which would probably double dues come next year . I hope very much that
my messages for volunteers for Society activities will start to be
taken very, very seriously .
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THE By Rudy Schaelchli

VADUZ
CASTLE

The History and the Stamps

Great, beautiful, mighty and amazing are
only a few of the words used to describe the
Vaduz castle. Constructed about 700 years
ago, it is situated on the Vaduz-Triesenberg
highway, overlooking the capital city of
Liechtenstein and with a great view over the

Rhine towards Switzerland and its moun-
tains. The castle was used as a well-equipped
fortress, a garrison, an inn, a stronghold res-
idence for several counts and their families,
and is now the permanent residence of his
Highness, Prince Franz Josef II (the 12th
Prince of Liechtenstein in succession to rule
the country), his wife, Princess Georgine von

Wolczek, their children Nikolaus, Nora,
Franz Josef Wenzel, and the Crown Prince
Johannes Adam Pius with his wife Princess
Marie Aglae Kinsky and their children, Mois,
Maximilian, Constantin and Tatjana. The cas-
tle is one of the most frequent subjects on
Liechtenstein's stamps, from their humble
conception in 1920, when it was shown on
the 1 Kroner value (Scott 42), to the latest
issue on the 1981 Europa stamp . Forty-eight
stamps and postal cards with imprinted
stamps of the castle and related subjects and

eleven postal cards with a picture of the
castle have been issued during the last
60 years.

The 1920 light blue 1 Kroner stamp, is-
sued in July of that year, was designed by
Luigi Kasimir, Vienna, and printed (550,000
issues) by Paulussen &Co.,Vienna. The stamp
was valid until January 31, 1921 . On May 5,
1924 . 43 .500 of them were destroyed . The
same design was used on the July 1920 perf.
1 Kroner purple stamp that saw a print order
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of 9,795,100 stamps . It sold 9,360,625 and
434,475 were destroyed on May 5, 1924 . The

castle courtyard is shown in the same set,
the 50 Heller (Sc . 39) . From a printing of
10,292,400, close to 90% were sold, the rest

destroyed.
The Liechtenstein Philatelic Consortium

which was responsible for the issuance of
some of these, took many unethical liberties
with their stamp productions, a fact that un-
dermined the reputation of Liechtenstein
stamps for many years . They were printed in
huge quantities and many errors were pro-
duced on purpose to be sold mainly to col-

lectors . The contract with this syndicate was
terminated in 1921 and a new treaty was
signed with the Swiss postal administration.

The castle is shown on the 25 Rappen

stamp, issued February 1921 . From a printing
of 194,844 stamps, 19,706 were destroyed

after December 1930.
The Kasimir picture of the castle was also

used on a 25 Rappen postal card, issued
August 1921 with a printing of 80,000 cards.
That card was revalued twice, first down to
20 Rp. (May 1924) and on February 1929

down to 10 Rappen.
The designer of the 1925/26 courtyard

stamps (Sc . 78 & 79) was Eugen Verling, St.

Gallen . The priming was done by the Swiss
state Mint, Bern . It is the same scene as
shown on earlier stamps, but clearer in
details.

The construction of the castle dates hack

to 1133 . The name Heathentower, still in use
today, indicates that a forerunner stood at
this point in Roman times during the 2nd
century . Hartmann von Werdenberg III, after
the division of the inheritance of 1342 in
Sargans, took up residence in the castle in

1350 . He was the first Count of Vaduz. The
castle came into possession of the Squire of

Brandis in 1416 . It was plundered and
burned during the Swabian War in 1499 by
the Swiss Confederates . Ludwig von Brandis
was captured, but he later restored the castle

upon his release.

The castle graced the 1929 postal card
with a low quantity of 9,573, valued at 20

Rappen . The same card was also issued with
the rare imprinted Zeppelin sticker.

A birdseye view of the castle is shown on
some of the stamps of the first Air Mail set
(Sc . C 3-6). It was designed by H . C . Kosel

and printed by Rosenbaum Bros ., Vienna,

issued August 12, 1930 . The first flight on

which the stamps were used was from Vaduz
to St . Gallen (Switzerland), on the same date.

The castle courtyard and a new view of the
castle are shown in the 1930 definitive set,
designed by H. Kosel (Sc . 97 & 105) . The
Kosel design in the same color was used
again on a six-card-set with different pictures
of Liechtenstein views . Issued in July 1930
and valid until March 31, 1940 it had a print-
ing of 2,600 of each card.
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January 23, 1933 brought a new castle
stamp with the value of 1 .20 Franken (Sc.
110) . Out of a printing of 40,000, 23,000 were
sold, the rest destroyed.

A new set of postal cards with the 20 Rp.
Kosel courtyard stamp imprinted, was issued
November 6, 1931 . The set consisted of ten
different pictures of the country, all with the
same stamp imprinted.

On Febr. 12, 1712, the Earldom and the
castle of Vaduz became the property of the
Princess of Liechtenstein, under Prince An-
thony Florian (1656-1712). The castle then
served as the seat for the government, civil
offices, and as barracks for the Liechtenstein
army of about eighty soldiers until its dis-
bandment in 1868 .

The castle and the emblem of the Counts
of Monfort are shown on the 10 Rappen
stamp from the 1937/38 definitive set (Sc.
138) . The designer was Prof. Schiestl,
Munich, and the stamp was printed by Cour-
voisier, La Chaux-de-Fonds . Freiherr von
Brandis, his emblem and the castle are
shown on the 60 Rappen value from the
1939/38 definitive set (Sc . 146) . The Count
fought with the Austrians against the Swiss,
early in the 16th century.

In connection with the coronation cere-
monies of Prince Franz Josef II, a set of three
stamps was issued on May 29, 1939 with the
design by Prof. Zotow : The scene of homage
outside the castle walls to the 3rd ruler of
Liechtenstein, Prince Anton Florian . The
homage corresponds to a king's coronation.
Printed by the Austrian government printing
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works, Vienna, with about 159,800 for each
stamp, valid until December 31, 1939 . Less
than 200 stamps of each value remained un-
sold and were destroyed.

The castle was completed in 1523 by
Count Rudolf von Sulz, who gained posses-
sion of the estate through marriage.

Franz Maria, the son of Count Kaspar von
Hohenems and the owner of the castle since
1613, celebrated his wedding to Susanna von

Raming at the lordly residence on Fehr . 9,

1642 . Previously he surrounded the castle

with a wall.

The period of witchcraft trials was be-
tween 1650 and 1680. The court sat in the
castle which also housed the torture
chamber.

Count Monfort is shown inspecting the
enlargement of the castle in 1342 on a stamp
from the set commemorating the 600th an-
niversary of the separation of Liechtenstein
from the House of Monfort . Designed by

Prof. Zotow, printed by the PTT, Bern, and
issued in 1942.

The castle again is shown on a illustrated
postal card, issued in 1940 and 1943 and
printed by Courvoisier.

The castle houses a world-famous collec-
tion of arms and armor, antique furniture,
domestic utensils, the Liechtenstein gallery
of paintings, books and valuable manu-
scripts . Leonardo da Vinci, Peter Paul Rubens
and Raphael are some of the world's greatest
artists whose works are in the gallery. Many
of these treasures have been depicted on
Liechtenstein's stamps.

The Bergfried and neighboring buildings
on the east side form the oldest part of the
castle complex . On a ground section of 40 x
42 feet, walls stand with a base thickness of
10-13 feet at ground level and decreasing
upwards to a height of over 80 feet to a
6-foot thickness . The size of these walls can
be seen on the 70 Rappen stamp of the 1978
set (Sc . 652).
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A new 10 Rappen stamp (Sc . 196) was
issued Dec . 27, 1943 for use in vending ma-
chines in Vaduz and Schaan . The picture was

originally designed by Matthaus Schiestl . He
died before the design was completed and it

was reworked by Johannes Troyer. Printed

by Courvoisier, issued 744,000.

The castle was also used to store the fa-
mous Vaduzer wines and doubled as an Inn
until its doors closed on May 12, 1896.

The 1944 definitive set, better known as
the Troyer series (after the designer Johan-
nes Troyer) shows the castle from the north
on the. 1 Fr. stamp (Sc . 209) . The set was
valid until Dec . 31, 1952 . The stamp had an

issue figure of 184,605.
The castle is also shown on some of the

country's cancellations like the 1946 stamp
exhibition special strike and newer slogan
cancels . Sweeping renovations of the castle
took place from 1900-1912 at the orders of
the ruler, Prince Johann II . The work was

performed under the supervision of Prince
Franz (Prince Johann's brother), the sculptor
Egan Reinberger, Prof. Franz von Wiesen,
and Count Hans von Wilczek, the future fa-
ther in law of the present ruler . Two 5 Fran-
ken stamps, issued in 1945 and 1947, show a
"small" castle on the left side of the country's
emblem. The red-brown stamp (Sc . 222) is a
reprint of the earlier issue (Sc . 217) as a
result of a shortage in that value . The de-
signer was Troyer and the engraver Karl
Bickel.

New postal cards were issued in 1950 and

1953 with identical drawings of the castle by
Johannes Troyer, printed by Courvoisier.

Prince Franz Josef II, the present ruler of
Liechtenstein, had the interior of the castle
made inhabitable, and as the first ruler
took up his permanent residence there in

1939 . He was crowned in the castle on
May 20, 1939.

One of the finest castle stamps (Sc . 264)
was issued September 25, 1952, designed

and engraved by Prof Ferdinand Lorber,
Vienna and printed by the Austrian govern-
ment printing works, Vienna, issue 39,983.
The view on the stamp is from the highway
just above the castle . Prof. Josef Seger de-
signed the 1959/64 definitive stamp set . The
10 Rappen stamp (Sc. 337) shows the flags in
the courtyard and the 50 Rappen (Sc . 341)
displays the castle at night, fully illuminated
to bring out its beauty. The castle, overlook-
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ing Vaduz, is shown on the 1967 postal card,
designed by Louis Jager and printed by
Courvoisier. Issued 11,105.

A souvenir sheet, issued on June 8, 1972
on the occasion of the 8th National Stamp
Exhibition, shows the church of Bendern
and the Vaduz castle (on the 2 Franken
stamp) . The designer was again Prof. Seger

and the engraver Hans Ranzoni, Jr. 1,026,131
sheets were sold.

The 40th anniversary of Prince Franz as
the ruler of the country was commemorated
with a four-stamp-set of views of the castle in
beautiful colors (Sc . 650-53) . The artist was
Otto Stefferi, Vienna, engraved by Alfred
Fischer, Vienna, and printed by the Austrian

government printers . The stamps were re-
produced on maxi-cards as well, giving yet a
more detailed look of this great work and

beautiful subject, the castle.
The theme for the 1979 Europa stamps

was Postal History. Liechtenstein's set hon-
ored the pioneer times of Air Mail . The 80
Rappen value records the first Zeppelin spe-
cial flight to the country on June 10, 1931,
with the airship flying over the castle . The
designer was Otto Staffed and the printer
Courvoisier. Folklore, the theme for the 1981
Europa stamps brings again the castle on the
40 Rappen stamp . Liechtensteins state cele-
bration is on August 15, on the eve of the
birthday of Prince Franz . The stamp illus-
trates an artist's conception of the traditional

fireworks display at the castle.
The castle is also shown on the mailer's

postmark permit from the Liechtensteiners,
the now inactive Society of Liechtenstein col-
lectors in the USA. It is probably the only

postmark outside Liechtenstein with the pic-
ture of the Vaduz castle.
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SWISS PRIMER
X : POSTAGE DUES BY FELIX GANZ

Way back when "better people" considered it an insult to re-
ceive a prepaid letter, and also way back when there were so
many different rates and postal systems even in a small place
as the present territory of Switzerland, practically all mail
could be considered "postage due" inasmuch as the ultimate re-
cipient had to pay for the entire cost of a piece of mail that
had perhaps traveled through six or eight postal administra-
tions.

The invention of postage stamps initially also met with a lot
of resistance, even though for example the Geneva postal ad-
ministration offered a discount on their adhesives . Gradually
though the system of prepaying took root, and pretty stiff
penalties, such as letters mailed unpaid costing twice as much
as prepaid ones eventually convinced even those of the "old
school of thought . "

But carelessness could not be stamped out, and neither could
be deliberate short paying, but as postal functionaries had
much less mail to collect, sort, stamp and deliver, such un-
derpaid or unpaid mail was quickly spotted and marked accord-
ingly . Markings such as "Affranchissement insuffisant" or "Zu
wenig frankirt " can be found as far back as the 1850s.

Gradually a variety of "T" (for taxable) markings came into
use to identify mail with postage deficiencies, and shortly
after the Universal Postal Union (1874) brought much order in-
to the worldwide complexity of rates and also

	

accepted the
"T" marking as an international postal sign, Switzerland is-
sued the first of four basic stamp designs that were to serve
the country as postage dues from 1878 to 1954.

The first design presents one of the most complex challenges
to a collector of Swiss stamps, and a specialized catalogue is
an absolute MUST for this issue because one can find, to this
day, great rarities in dealers ' stock. -- This first numeral
issue initially was printed in blue, on ordinary white paper
with cross in oval control mark I . In 1882 five of the nine

denominations of this first set were reprinted on
granite paper (paper with red and blue sill( fibers).
The 1882 reissues are much scarcer than the initial
ones . But what makes the collecting of all these
blue stamps tough is the fact that they were pro-
duced in two stages . The frame was printed first,
for all values, and then the denomination was added

-- in a variety of different blues some of which are scarcer
than others . But not enough yet : The frames were inserted in
the printing plates helter-skelter, i .e . right way up, or up-
side down . The two frame positions, with a little bit of prac-
tice, are readily distinguishable . Zumstein calls them N (for
normal) and K (for kopfstehend, = upside down) .Within a short
time the master die for the printing dies seems to have de-
veloped a constant, recurring flaw inasmuch as one of the four
corners (where winged wheels are featured) broke open so that
a white area replaces the formerly blue-bordered wheel in one
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of the four corners . But since no care was taken which way
the individual frame forms were assembled, we again
encounter normal (white area in upper right) and upside down (white
area in lower left) types . Except for the 1 and 2 cts . values
all others exist in both type I and type II as well as norm-
al and upside down on white paper, but only type II on gran-
ite paper . Simple? No ; but that ' s the fun of collecting:

starting in 1883 the very same, basic design was reissued any
number of times, first in a blue-green (rare) frame color and
carmine figure, with control mark I ; then subsequently in dull
green, yellow green, and pale green, with carmine figures and
control mark I . About 1895 the control mark was changed to the
narrow type II ; but the carmine figures remained inside the
now olive-green frame until 1897 when vermilion was substitut-
ed for the carmine . Of course the color of the green for the
frame also changed, from clear green to another olive-green:

And in 1908 the control mark gave way to the watermark "large
multiple cross," while the numeral remained vermilion,but the
frame changed from green-olive to brown-olive.

To make things really tough, around 1888 a few of the frame
clichés were totally replaced, and somehow one or two original
types I, WITHOUT the white area, were inserted in the printing
plate, producing extremely rare varieties for all these many
printings and color variations . . .enough to occupy a life-time.

The year 1910, at long last, brought a new design, showing the
Swiss shield surrounded by alpine roses above the de-
nomination, with the Alps in the background . This de-
sign remained in use to 1924 . There were nine original
values, and between 1916 and 1924 four surcharges, to
use up no longer needed values . -- This second set is
rich in flyspeck variants and lends itself for speci-
alization for a collector with very limited funds.

1924 saw the appearance of the third designs two kids
holding an oval into which the due denomination is in-
serted in vermilion . There were eight different de-
nominations in this series . Four of them, in 1934, were
reissued on grilled gum paper (5, 10, 20, 25 cts .)and
in 1937, to use up this issue, four overprints were
produced.

The last Swiss postage due set appeared in 1938, in eight de-
nominations . Unfortunately for the collector this last set was
produced on both regular and grilled gum paper for all values,
and because of the stamp design's narrowly crossed lines it is
not always easy to tell the paper type when viewing the stamp
from the back ; but again, practice will overcome this hurdle.

Starting in 1954 experiments were begun to use regular postage
stamps in lieu of special postage due stamps ; and in 1956 the
onstage dues were withdrawn.

Since then post offices in Switzerland use special markings of
f-s (small, solid inside a circle ; large hollow ; manuscript;
and a number of types used only at a single post office) to
cancel regular or commemorative stamps used to collect postage
due . The Amateur Collector Catalogue lists and prices such
off-cover T markings . Swiss catalogues to this day do not.
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POSTMARKS
The following re-

presents the latest

crop in Swiss
cancels .
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Discontinued .: postal facilities : 1451 La Chaux-de-Ste-Croix

as of 7 .1 .183 . - 6557 Selen-Reutenen as of 7 .30 .83.

Postal code chances : 5649 Stetten AG to 5608 . - 5649 Her-

metschwil to 5676 . - 5649 Aristau to 5629. - 5649 Alikon to
7648. - 5630 Buttwil to 5632 . - 1000 Lausanne 8 Pontaise to
1018 Lausanne 18 Pontaise . - 1018 Lausanne 18 Bellevaux to

1000 Lausanne 8 Bellvaux . All as of 9 .25 .83
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BOOKLET STAMPS ANYONEby T . B . KEHRDRUCK

Continued from page 212 in August 83 issue.

1921 BOOKLET

LARGE HOLE INTERSPACE, TETE-BECHE & SE-TENANT PAIRS

Z21

	

4,00 SF

8V GREEN COVERS 5P

5x5 Rp . + 1x10 Rp.

12x 10 Rp.

12x 20 Rp.

Tete-beche produced

only in combination
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1968 Z61 BOOKLET PANES ON COVER

Z 61a LUMINOUS REVERSE

The 1960 Postal History and Architectural Series was printed
on phosphor coated paper in 1966 . This Z61a pane has the
coating on the reverse in error.

See page 259 for the location of the autotron mark which
controls the perforating machine, only one mark for every
forty panes.
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ARCHITECTURAL MONUMENTS BOOKLET

Z72

	

ISSUED 1978

Last of the untrimmed booklet panes
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FOLK CUSTOMS BOOKLET

Z76

	

ISSUED 1979

New trimmed booklet
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Used booklet stamps and panes are relatively scarce and one
is supposed to jump up and down if found on cover.

This top cover has two 1979 panes, one a 20 Rp . blank binding
margin from the sheet selvage (no longer available) and the
40 Rp . with crosses in the interspace area . Note the four
crosses as compared with the five in the new 1982 pairs.

1982 cover with three booklet interspace pairs with new
crosses and imperforate edges.

Well now . . .anyone for booklet stamps?
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FOURNIER

THE SPOILER

Continued from page 232, August 83 issue.

There were, of course, many philatelic faker

these days . However, Fournier stood well above the

crowd and dominated the " trade " in philatelic for-
geries between 1900-1211, both as a producer and as

a personality . Up to tea outbreak of WW I he managed

to create some 796 sets of stamps with as many as
3621 varieties! In addition, his "Clinique

Philatélique" with a permanent staff of five expert restor-

ers was very busy repairing stamps with a high degree

of skill . To quote Fournier : "The most damaged stamp

is, after leaving my Clinic, a really first-class
specimen and I guarantee th t it is absolutely im-

possible to detect."
As mentioned earlier, Fournier chose to be knbwn

as an "art publisher " and became exceedingly touchy concerning his status
as the years progressed, as he thought of himself as the little fellow's

friend by offering him "choice examples of the engraver's art" and by sel-

ling him facsimiles of stamps he might never hope to own be it as a result

of scarcity or high prices . Some people, even today, think of our man as a

rather nice fellow and credit him with the only crime of having steadfastly

refused to overprint his "chefs d'oeuvre" with the appropriate "FACSIMILE".

Needless to say, such is big hogwash . judging by the majority ofSwiss
experts still up to their eyeballs in request for expertizing early material,

Monsieur Fournier and his skunk cohorts today -- some 70 years later -
-still have the collecting community under their spell.

Initially, Fournier was riding the crest . His dignified ads were accep-
ted by stamp journals without hesitation and his standing in philatelic

circles was high enough to enable him to serve as a member of the jury for

both international stamp exhibitions in Marseilles (1896) and Lyon (1898).
His own creations were on display at many important exhibitions and he gar-

nered no less than eight gold, six diplomas of honor, four grand prices,
a palm of merit and more . 3y about 1905, however, with production reaching

variety number 2000, the dance floor became increasingly slippery . Already,

come of his better imitations were being sold as originals by many dealers
in Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, and Great Britain . Organized philately

in Europe and America started raising their voices and well-established
dealers who never before hesitated to avail themselves of his services be-

gan to denounce him, and ad space was gradually getting tougher to obtain.

Fournier turned morose, grew not only one but two chips on his shoulder
while nursing at the same time a first-rate stomach ulcer . On August 10,

1910 he went on the counterattack with his own publication called "Le Fac-

Simile", till today probably the most famous personal journal in philatelic
history . Annual subscription cost was 3 Francs, the printorder was about

25,000 generously distributed gratis to members of stamp societies around
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the world . The magazine published with some degree of regularity for over

3 years, its advertising section full of questionable material and its edi-

torials (in French and German, with some poor English, Spanish and Portu-

guese translations) full of glorifying prose stressing the fact that Four-
nier's products were far from crude forgeries, but rather creations of art

wanting anxiously to become any collector's cherished possessions, filling

at low prices blank album spaces destined otherwise to remain ugly voids.
Above all, readers were assured that Fournier's products were often-times

prettier than the true originals . Special colored sections were full with

letters of praise from some of his reported 20,000+ clientele from around

the globe which, according to Fournier, included high government officials,

army and navy figures, diplomatic figures, postal authorities, physicians,

lawyers, educators, etc . The Clinic alone had some 2500 customers which inc-

luded allegedly many individuals representing world-renown stamp dealers.
Add to that some vitriolic attacks upon certain dealers and a blacklist of

individuals (in about 40 countries) who failed to return (mostly unsolici-

ted) approvals.

Incidentally, his method of mounting approvals -- generally on slips pas-

ted to tissue paper with drops of gum arabic -- have helped identify lots

of his creations since . Some of his trumped up editorials ere fascinating,

Madison Avenue copy writers have invented nothing by comparison . One can

read: "Only fools pay more than 10% of catalog for any stamp . Authentic

(sounds good) facsimiles, often in better state than the originals offered

in the commerce, may be had from us for a few Francs only . If you insist on

the genuine article, we will reconstruct any damaged copy so as absolutely

to defy detection, at low cost . The average dealer would unblushingly sell

you such a restored copy anyway. Buy direct from us and save your hard-

earned money . Certainly no-one

will know the difference . ..
. . . instead of spending 3,500

Francs for a set of Swiss Can-

tonals whose authenticity is
always open to doubt, spend a

few Francs for facsimiles that
look far better and you can't

be swindled . . ."
Business was booming, from

a 20-page catalog in 1905 his
offerings grew to 64 pagesin

his 1914 catalog . Agents were

appointed in 23 countries,
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including two in the States (New York and Minneapolis) . By the end of 1910

the backlog of repairs was so great his Clinic would only take on restau-

rations on stamps with a minimum catalog value of about $4 and a flat fee

of 10% of catalog was assessed for the actual work performed. Repairs, re-

perfs, and build-ups, as usual, were guaranteed against detection under a
magnifying glass and gum used in joining pieces as well as coloers used in

painting in missing portions were guaranteed insoluble in hot water, ben-

zine, and alcohol.
It's the outbreak of WW I that did Fournier in . Outstanding approval

shipments were seized by suspicious governments always on the alert for

spy messages, particularly stemming from an international organization cen-

tered in Switzerland . The once flourishing business dwindled to nearly no-

thing in a matter of months, and to make matters worse, Fournier died sud-

denly . An employee tried to salvage the affair and carry on, but in vain.

To close this article, a few more words about the albums as put together
by the UPG . No single one of the some 480

produced contains the full range of Fournier's

creations, since many numbers were no longer
in stock or were unusable . Also, because too

few complete seta existed, in many cases only

a couple of denominations were used in a giv-
en album, with the other values being mounted

in another . Low serial numbered albums thus
differ radically from higher numbers and late

ones often bare the imprint "Manque" (missing

or lacking) in many spaces as they simply ran
out of material . Many of the albums sold to

dealers have been broken down for the benefit

of specialists and the pocket book of the

dealers, I might add, as the original purchase

price of the album was only $25, established
by the UPG as their cost break even target . A

few months ago, one cane under the hammer at

a well-known auction house here and it left for $3400 plus 10%! Hmmm . . . In
any event, no Fournier (UPG) album gives a complete view of the full range

of his offerings . For that, and if you're interested in this chapter of

forgeries, you'll have to get hold of Fournier's 1914 catalog number 17,
finding an original copy though might prove to be quite difficult as they

have become highly priced collectors items . But a reprint of it exists,

again in small numbers (350 copies) . It lists, as its originel version, the
1914 PRIX-COURANT, all 3,671 varieties than available and quoted in Swiss
Francs . Switzerland shows 49 varieties and the US 13 . As I said earlier,
don't let you spoil your appetite for Swiss stamps, just move cautiously,
and if you smell a rat give it to the butler or the cat first

. HR

Sources : "The Fournier Album" as put together by the Union Philatélique
of Geneva in 1928 . Pages supplied by Daniel Forter and "promotion"
piece translated by HR.

"Fournier . . .and his Forgeries" by George van den Berg, in "Stamps"
of August 30, 1947.
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Column by L . MacArthur, P .O .B . 46o, Niwot, CO 80544

In this column, I will try and help you locate some of the major and
minor errors or varieties, as listed by, or not in, the Zumstein 1982 Special-
ized Catalog of Switzerland.

By no means do I own, or have access to all the errors or varieties we may
cover or discuss . There will be times when the listing in the catalog will
be written in such a manner that I will not be able to understand it myself.
I can only do my best, in offering you help, and supporting our club in a
small way. I am of German descent, but I do not read, write, or speak
German . I just do quite a bit of research, but sometimes that's not enough.

I DO NOT consider myself an expert. I DO NOT expertise stamps, covers,
etc ., and shall not try . I will answer or try and answer questions when time
permits, provided you include a SASE along with your questions.

So much for the above, I will use the catalog numbering system from the
Zumstein catalogs (Auf der Maur and Amateur Collector, Ltd, use approximately
the same numbering system) . I will also use the Scott numbers where they
apply. Always remember Scott is a general and not a specialized catalog.
Your catalog is your choice . I use anything I can get my two hands on.
Even old catalogs have a lot of use left in them . Please, always remember
to read the front of your catalog first . This is where the introductions,
abbreviations, and explanations of marks or letters used will be found.

On 6.August 1947, the Swiss Post Office issued a set of stamps for the
"100th Anniversary" of the First Swiss railroad, between Zürich and Baden.
This was s set of four, Zumstein #277-80 or Scotts #308-11 . They were on
granite paper (red and blue fibers), perf 11½, type of printing was by
Photogravure . There were 4,164,399 set issued. (There can only be as many
sets as high value issued .) The paper has no watermark . This set can be
purchased mint or used at a very nominal cost . It is a well executed set
and has a lot of appeal . "HO" buffs take notice.

Please refer to the March 1979 issue of the "Tell", page #65. "HFLVETIA".
Columnist Thomas Kendall covered Zum . #277 (Sc. 308), the first stamp of this
issue. This column will start with Zum #278 (Sc . #309) . Mr. Kendall has
covered Z#277 very well, so please refer to the above mentioned issue of "Tell".

zum. # 278 (Sc . #309), 10 cts.

Dark brown/grey black/grey (Number printed 18,941,799)

FARBTÖNE(Color Variety)

a .) Dark brown/blue black/grey - the blue-black is the engine color . This
can be seen quite well in the natural light.

ABARTEN(Varieties)

9.) White gum variety . This is best detected on mint copies.

PLATTENFEHLER(Plate flaw)

1.) Colored or colorless dots or dashes, these are not in a pre set location.

2.) You will find what appears to be 5 greyish comma like strokes in the
upper margin of the stamp .

RETOUCHIERUNGEN (Retouches)

1 .) A small retouch under and a little to the left of the "8" in"1847 ."
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zum . #279 (sc . #310), 20 cts.

Red/Brown carmine/yellowish, (Number printed 12,984,299)

ABARTEN (Variety)

9 .) The red print has a noticeable shift from the normal position.

10.) The color shift has affected all three colors, they can be misplaced
by approx . 1 mm.

11.) The brown carmine color has shifted to the right or left : to 1 mm.

12.) This could be a trial print . Red print incomplete over the loco.
Can be caused by unclean or uneven ink on plate, when the first few
sheets are run . Normally, these are culled and destroyed . Opinions
vary on the cause of this variety.

PLATTENFEHLER (Plate flaws)

1.) Colored or colorless dots or dashes, no preset location.

PLATTENABNÜTZUNGEN (Worn plates)

1 .) In this variety, the pole, gantry, and wires are missing . The above
can also be found missing in various stages.

J Zum . #280 (Sc . #311), 30 cts.

Dark blue/pale blue/grey (Number printed 4,164,399)

ABARTEN (Variety)

9 .) The lower half of this stamp design is quite blurred . C ould be caused
be over inking or dirty plates.

PLATTENFEHLER (Plate flaw)

1.) Colorless or colored spots or dashes, no preset location.

2.) A greyish colored spot on the first car roof of the right hand train
going over the bridge .

RETOUCHIERUNGEN (Retouches)

1 .) Retouch above and a hair to the right of the "7" in "1847 ."

This brings this article to a close on the "100th Centenary of Swiss
Railways" issue . My luck in finding some of the errors and varieties in this
set has been very good . All were purchased over the counter at stamp shows
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or bourses and at auctions . When over or where ever you go, arm yourself
with knowledge, notes, and your catalog.

The challenge of the hunt and the feeling of the find is very hard to
put in to words . You who have experienced this, will know what I an talking
about . . .SO, GOOD LUCK.

The continuance with this type of column will depend on the members . If
you find it helpful and interesting, let the Editor know by dropping him a
post card . If you have questions or need help, drop me a line and don't
forget to include a SASE.

If you should go looking for any of the stamps covered in this column,
here is a short list of items you may need.

Watermark Fluid and TrayTongs

Glass (8x, or 10x)

	

Paper and pencil

Position Finder

	

Perf Gauge

Stock Sheet	 Envelopes

Catalog (preferably specialized)

Until next time, don't strain your eyes .

—Mac

UPU BIT

The Swiss PTT has released
the following new stamps:

Auqust22,.1983

Second set of
Special Issues for 1983

20 c .2000 years of
Octodurus/Martigny
Design by P.Perret

40 c. Centenary of the
Swiss Kennel Club
-Design by E .Schmid

70 c . Centenary of the
Swiss Cyclists and
Motorcyclists Fed.
Design by
W. Heettenschweiler

80 c . World Communications
Year. Design by
H.-J. Bolzhauser

All printed by Courvoi-
sier in Rotogravure .

120 c. Stylized carrier 120c. Apprentice with
pigeon with Int .

	

instructor
Reply Coupon and

	

Design by H .Erni
Postal Money Ord.
Design by

B.Waltenspül	Swiss rural mail
carrier with friend
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